MISSOURI FCCLA

Destination Leadership

2020 Virtual Fall Leadership Conference

8:30a  Early Bird: Find Your Voice (100XEd.TV)
9:00a  Opening Session (100XEd.TV)
9:30 - 10:15a  Leadership Viewpoint (Workshop) (Live)
10:15 - 10:30a  Break
10:30 - 11:00a  5 Laws of Stratospheric Success Leadership Pathway (100XEd.TV) or Chapter Self-Guided Activity
11:00 - 11:30a  Trivia Showdown (Live)
11:30 - 11:45a  Break
11:45a - 12:30p  Keynote Speaker (100XEd.TV)
12:30 - 1:00p  Lunch
1:00 - 1:30p  The Leaders Journey (Workshop) (Live)
1:30 - 2:00p  Productivity Power Tools (Workshop) (Live)
2:00 - 2:15p  Break
2:15 - 3:00p  Trivia Showdown & Closing Message (Live)